
RESERVE COLLECTION

TREX 

TRANSCEND COLLECTION

PROTECTIVE CAP

4-sided capped 
composite material with 
Mold Guard™ Technology

3-sided capped 
composite material 

COMPOSITION: CAP
100% synthetic.

No wood or mineral fillers
Mix of mineral fillers and 

composite materials

PRODUCT WARRANTY 30-Year Product Warranty 25-Year product warranty

FADE & STAIN 

WARRANTY

30-Year Fade & Stain Warranty 
Highest fade/stain performance in 

3rd party testing

25-Year fade & stain warranty 
Lower fade/stain performance in 

3rd party testing

COLORS 4 on-trend colors including 2 grays
10 colors

5 mono and 5 variegated

NATURAL, AUTHENTIC 

WOOD LOOK

Multi-color design with dramatic 
highlights and subtle undertones recreate 

the complex colors found in nature

Aggressive use of bold, single colors 
highlights that overwhelm and dominate 

the look of the deck

RECYCLED CONTENT Majority Majority

SLIP RESISTANCE Very good Good/Very good

SCRATCH RESISTANCE Very good Very good

FASTENING
Sturdy metal fastening options 

for superior install integrity
Limited fastening options available

often requiring larger gaps

PRICING $$ $$$

Reserve Collection 
4-Sided Capped Composite

Bold and multi-tonal, the NEW TimberTech® 

PRO™ Reserve Collection is a more durable and 

slip-resistant decking collection that comes in 

four on-trend colors. The 4-sided cap contains 

no wood for best fade and stain resistance in its 

category. Boards in this collection boast a blend 

of 3-4 earthy hues with a matte finish. Plus, the 

collection’s classic cathedral wood grain pattern is 

inspired by rough wire-brushed, reclaimed wood.  

• Wood and resin composite core protected 

by a 4-sided cap covering the backside and 

into the grooves

• The cap does not contain wood particles, 

making it more mold-resistant than the 

competition

• Proprietary Mold Guard™ Technology to 

stave off mold- and moisture-damage

• Two on-trend gray shades available to 

accommodate modern homeowner 

preferences

Authentic. Reclaimed. 
Inspiring.

TimberTech.com SS_TT_PRO_RESERVEMADE IN USA

TREX TRANSCEND 
HAVANA GOLD

TIMBERTECH® RESERVE 
ANTIQUE LEATHER™

TREX TRANSCEND 
SPICED RUM

TIMBERTECH® RESERVE 
DARK ROAST™

TREX TRANSCEND 
ISLAND MIST

TIMBERTECH® RESERVE 
STORM GRAY

TIMBERTECH® RESERVE 
DRIFTWOOD

Alternative: a warmer, 
slightly lighter gray 

with brown tones


